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Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination and Employment Law, the Field As
Practiced 2022-06-24 this casebook provides considerable flexibility for an instructor
teaching employment discrimination law employment law or a combination of both topics
it includes an in depth treatment of title vii the ada and the adea as well as chapters
on sexual orientation and gender identity discrimination affirmative action and
retaliation it introduces the concept of employment at will and contractual and tort
based exceptions this casebook also provides an overview of laws relating to workplace
injuries as well as chapters on wage and hour law compensation discrimination and
employee classification or misclassification it also includes a chapter on employee
duties to the employer a chapter on privacy reflects recent legislative initiatives at
the state level and an analysis of electronic intrusions by the employer professors
estreicher and harper both served as reporters for the restatement on employment law
and zachary d fasman adds 50 years of practical experience in major law firms cases are
accompanied by explanatory notes and questions for further discussion a separate
statutory supplement provides primary source material for use with this book
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination and Employment Law 2012 tracking the
field as it is practiced by employment lawyers on both the plaintiff and defense sides
this casebook provides a one semester treatment of the full range of employment
discrimination laws as well as the core subjects of an employment law offering coverage
includes the following laws designed to protect individuals from discriminatory
employment decisions the extent to which the law prevents employers from retaliating
against employees for filing claims reporting misdeeds or other activity that our
society highly values or seeks to protect the common law of the employment relationship
the enactment of wage hour pension and other minimum terms laws to establish regulatory
floors for private negotiation of employment contracts and the procedural design of
regulatory systems including in depth consideration of class actions preemption and
arbitration issues it has been updated with all recent leading cases newly enacted
statutes including the adaaa and integration of recently completed and membership
approved chapters of the restatement of employment law on employment contract
employment torts and employee duties powerpoint slides are available to adopting
professors
Supplement to Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination and Employment Law
2011-08 this supplement updates the main casebook and the two spin off volumes
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination and Employment Law 2016 coauthored by
two reporters from the recently released restatement on employment law this casebook
provides considerable flexibility for an instructor teaching employment discrimination
law employment law or a combination of both topics it includes an in depth treatment of
title vii the ada and the adea as well as a new chapter on discrimination against
sexual minorities it introduces the concept of employment at will and contractual and
tort based exceptions this casebook also provides an overview of laws relating to
workplace injuries and employee benefits as well as chapters on wage and hour law and
employee classification or misclassification it also includes a chapter on employee
duties to the employer a chapter on privacy reflects recent legislative initiatives at
the state level and an analysis of electronic intrusions by the employer from publisher
website
Work Law 2020-07-03 hardbound new hardbound print book
Cases and Materials on Employment Law 2016 this popular casebook provides a
comprehensive overview of the constitutional statutory regulatory and common law
principles of employment law the doctrinal development of the law is assessed in light
of contemporary economic technological social and political conditions the new edition
contains a detailed discussion of health care reform legislation and the role of
employers in financing and administering employee health plans it also considers such
important issues as sexual harassment workplace privacy wrongful discharge and employee
pensions among the statutes covered by the casebook are title vii of the civil rights
act of 1964 age discrimination in employment act americans with disabilities act family
and medical leave act employee retirement income security act and worker adjustment and
retraining notification act
Contract of Employment 2010 supplement compiling the statutes provisions regulations
and rules discussed in the main text
Employment Law 2015 labor and employment law text and cases 16th edition is a fully up
to date treatment of all the major labor and employment laws legal essays on each
section s topics are crafted to clarify the complexities of our labor and employment
laws the self outlining essays are student friendly yet authoritative and neutral with
neither management nor employee bias detailed footnotes in each chapter are a hallmark
feature of the text the footnotes provide case citations for further research or
assignments offer historical or additional information and provide differing points of
view to encourage critical thinking and discussion each chapter contains numerous court
and agency decisions including landmark cases turning points in the law and issues of
current significance each decision is followed by case questions to guide the student
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through the opinion and to assist in identifying the issues and arguments extensive end
of chapter case problems enable students and instructors to apply lecture content and
case principles to real life disputes between labor and management and employees and
employers
Employment Law in Singapore 2016 mccallum s top workplace relations cases was
previously published by cch australia destined to be a classic this title by renowned
ir authority professor ron mccallum examines the facts the reasoning and the holdings
in 35 decisions graphically illustrating how labour law and especially the employment
relationship really works in australia the book covers rules governing when a worker is
an employee or contractor sources of labour and employment law awards agreements
statutes incorporation of material into employment contracts duties placed on employees
and employers including the ownership of intellectual property and mutual trust and
confidence matters beyond employment simplicities such as working from home
andtermination of employment including notice and the nature of unfair dismissal
Statutory Supplement to Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination and Employment
Law 2008-07 key facts is the essential revision series for anyone studying law this
informative third edition of employment law provides the simplest and most effective
way for you to absorb and retain the essential facts associated with this specific area
of law key features include diagrams at the start of chapters to summarize key points
structured heading levels to allow for clear recall of the main facts charts and tables
to break down more complex information an improved text design makes this volume even
easier to read and the facts even simpler to retain
EMPLOYMENT LAW, CASES AND MATERIALS. 2024 this abridged version of our popular law
school casebook now in its seventh edition provides a concise overview of the
constitutional statutory regulatory and common law principles of employment law the
doctrinal development of the law is assessed in light of contemporary economic
technological social and political conditions
International Organizations in Their Legal Setting 2016-04 fired laid off or forced out
takes the fear out of the possibility of losing your job and replaces it with specific
guidelines any worker can use to protect his or her rights
McCallum's Top Workplace Relations Cases 2008 labor and employment law text cases 15th
edition written by a nationally renowned white house labor arbitrator offers
comprehensive and objective coverage of labor and employment law topics that challenge
students to develop critical thinking skills through case analysis in depth chapters
explore labor law topics focusing primarily on the national labor relations act and are
updated to include coverage of court systems and the role of administrative agencies in
policymaking in addition a thorough understanding of employment law topics is provided
through chapters on discrimination law occupational safety and health issues employee
privacy and more also included in this edition are issues of violence in the workplace
and the implications of the ada amendments act of 2008 no other text in this market can
claim the prestige of authorship and timely coverage of topics so important to students
in their business careers important notice media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version
Employment Law 2011 description coming soon
The Law of Employment Discrimination 2001 provides systematic study of the protection
of concerted activity the collective determination of terms and conditions of
employment and the means of enforcement of those bargains that are unique developments
in our legal system considers other dimensions of workplace regulation uses the problem
method for introducing areas of study and encouraging class participation organized
around fair treatment of the individual worker worker participation in governance of
the workplace economy health and safety and economic security
Employment Law 2011-06-27 from the white house to your desk labor and employment law
written by a nationally renowned white house labor arbitrator explores pay equity age
discrimination disability discrimination and employee privacy topics in a style that
you can understand it also details protection for contingent workers the legality of
employee involvement programs and more important notice media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version
Fired, Laid Off or Forced Out 2005 the authors goal in this new second edition was to
update enhance the materials at the same time however they used a general presumption
against change retained as many of the cases as much of the structure of the book as
possible both for substantive reasons to ease the transition for teachers casebook
statutory companion each also available electronically
Labor and Employment Law: Text & Cases 2012-02-01 designed as a quick reference aimed
at lawyers hr professionals and employment rights advisers this volume provides an
extensive annual round up of the most significant employment cases which impact on
employment law in 2002 organized into subject areas it presents seminal cases from the
past as well as examining the latest rulings this digest of employment cases provides a
commentary in every chapter analysing the key cases in that area and putting them into
context related cases and relevant legislation are fully cross referenced and the book
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also contains tables of statutes and statutory instruments a complete index and a full
table of cases
Litigating Employment Discrimination Cases R14 2019-10 this is designed for llb
students taking second or third year options in employment law and for degree and
masters level students of business management studying employment law as part of a
humkan resources management specialization it covers issues such as harrassment
discrimination ec law equal pay and contains commentary which links case extracts
statutes and articles should give the reader an interesting insight into issues in
contemporary employment law the author adopts a chronological approach to the contract
of employment
Employment Law 2007 to view or download the 2018 supplement to this book click here the
law of work has evolved as a patchwork of legal interventions in the labor market
sometimes by statute and sometimes through the common law of judicial decisions most
law school curricula divide the law of work into three topical areas labor law
employment law and employment discrimination and offer separate courses in each area
labor law in the united states is understood to encompass the study of the national
labor relations act the law governing union organizing and collective bargaining it is
the law of collective rights at work employment law refers to the statutes and common
law governing individual rights at work it ranges from minimum standards legislation to
judicially created doctrines based in tort and contract law employment discrimination
law deals with the statutes and interpretative case law advancing the
antidiscrimination norm in the workplace these statutes address the problem of status
discrimination at work e g discrimination on the basis of race sex national origin
ethnicity religion disability or sexual orientation the book adverts to labor law
principles at a number of points throughout the book but at a policy level rather than
a doctrinal level as a way of introducing and evaluating an alternative model of
employee representation the book does not assume any knowledge of labor law on the part
of teacher or student and makes no effort to provide a satisfactory substitute for a
labor law text the book offers some detail in the law of employment discrimination but
does so primarily with an eye toward surveying the field and assessing
antidiscrimination regulation as a response to an increasingly diverse workforce rather
than providing an in depth study of employment discrimination principles the third
edition of work law cases and materials incorporates new developments in a variety of
areas new materials on defining the boundaries of the employment relationship including
o connor v davison interns as employees and problems designed to encourage students to
work through issues on what should count as work and who should be treated as workers
for work law purposes e g interns prisoners scholar athletes and cheerleaders for
professional sports teams coverage of cases addressing the status of interns as
employees covered by the fair labor standards act including glatt v fox searchlight and
wang v hearst corporation expanded materials on the dodd frank act and sarbanes oxley
whistleblower legislation and doctrinal developments including lawson v fmr new
materials on employee privacy including stengart v loving care agency and city of
ontario v quon and expanded materials on the stored communications act expanded
coverage of legal issues surrounding employee voice including the nlrb s social media
cases hispanics united and karl knauz motors coverage of the supreme court s cat s paw
case straub v proctor hospital the new pattern or practice case on discrimination from
the supreme court wal mart stores v dukes expanded coverage of the amendments to the
ada including weaving v city of hillsboro updated and expanded materials on overtime
pay eligibility under the fair labor standards act including christopher v smithkline
beecham corporation updated materials on occupational safety and health including
seaworld v perez and updated materials on arbitration of employment disputes including
cases applying the court s treatment of pre dispute waivers of class claim
Employment Discrimination Law, Cases and Materials on Equality in the Workplace
2020-12-18 a collection of strategies tactics and techniques for defending labour and
employment lawsuits complaints charges and other cases it provides a step by step
approach to responding to initial charges and complaints filed before the national
labour relations board and the equal employment opportunity commission it covers such
topics as unfair labour practices work stoppages and strikes employee breaches of
contract age race gender religious and ethnic discrimination wrongful discharge
employee privacy sexual harassment equal pay unemployment compensation wage and hour
laws and many other areas
The Law of Employment Discrimination 2013 cases and materials on employment law is the
complete reference resource on employment law this edition offers well chosen case law
and extracts and materials to explain employment law in a contextualized manner this
edition includes discussion of the enterprise and regulatory reform act 2013 the growth
and infrastructure act 2013 and the small business enterprise and employment act 2015
the work also includes treatment of the latest developments in case law
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination Law 2008
Labor and Employment Law 2002
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Employment Discrimination Law 1982
Labor & Employment Law: Text and Cases 2006-08-07
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination 1988
Employment Discrimination Law 2004
Employment Law 1998
Employment Discrimination Law 2010-01-01
Labour and Employment Law 1998
Employment Discrimination Law 1986
Employment Law 1994-07-01
Tolley's Employment Cases 2002-09-30
Cases and Materials on Employment Discrimination 2000
Cases and Materials in Employment Law 1994
Work Law 2015
Litigating Civil Rights and Employment Discrimination Cases: Analysis 1999
How to Defend and Win Labor and Employment Law Cases 1992
Cases and Materials on Employment Law 2015
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